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language processing, text mining l a n g u a g e  p
l a n g u a g e  p r o c e s s i n g
– Dissertation Topic: Taxonomic Name Recognition 
from full text  r o m f u l l  t e x t o p i c :  T
 r o
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The problem
• More than 1 Billion Natural History 
Specimens Sp e 10 1 0 e c i m
• Collected over 250 years / many languages
Co l l e c t e 250 2 5 0 l e
• No publishing standards No  p u b l
• Near infinite classes Ne a r  i n f i n
• 6 min / label * 1B labels = 100M hours (1 ( 1
( )
• Saving 1 min = 16.7 Million hours S 1600 1 6
1 6
• $10/hr = $167,000,000 $ 1 1 6 6 1 0 / h
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Why care
• Historic distribution of species Hi s t o
H
• Ecological niche modeling 
(invasiveness, crop hardiness, pest 
potential)  o t e n t
• Projections of the impact of climate 
change  h a n g e  
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The Project
• Yale University Herbarium
• New York Botanical Garden
• University of Illinois
• Funded by National Science Foundation
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Metadata Me t a d
• Data about data a t a  a b o u t
– Author: James Smith
– Date: August, 14, 2008
Compare to:
– “Author: James Smith”
– “Date: August, 14, 2008”
• The importance of Metadata he i) i   t
• Dublin Core in library science  i n  l i b r
• Darwin Core in TDWG (More information could be 
found here f o u n d  
f o http://wiki.tdwg.org/twiki/bin/view/DarwinCore/Web
Home)
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Some Elements from Darwin 
Core  o r e m Da r wi n  
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Why Machine Learning? Wh y
Wh y
" Successfully adopted in other related/similar 
areas: information retrieval, named entity 
recognition  e c o g n i t i o n o
" Many many tools are already available. (e.g. 
Weka, D2K) We k a ,  D2 K) t o o l
" More adaptable to data variability such as 
spelling variability  p e l l i n g  v a
" Can be user driven not programmer driven
Ca n  b e  u s e each user may fine tune 
their own models t h e i r  o wn  mo d e l s
t h e i r  
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Supervised Machine 
Learning L e a r n i n g e d
• “The method operates under supervision by 
being provided with the actual outcome for 
each of the training examples” (Witten, 2005)
e a c h  o
• In another words, the learner gets the 
knowledge from the examples and then use 
the knowledge to classify new examples. t h
t h e  k n
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Work flow
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Sample records









Polygala ambigna, Nntt., var.
Coral soil, Cudjoe Key, South Florida.
Legit A. H. Curtiss.
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Experimental Data Ex p e r i
• 295 marked up records m 295 2 9 5 k e d  
• printed labels, no handwriting p r i n t e d  l
p r i n t
• 74 label states 7 74 7 4  l
• NaiveBayes classifier VS. Hidden Markov 
Model Mo d e l  a y e s  c l a s s i f i
• 5-fold cross-validation 5 5 5 - f o l d
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Performances of NB and 
HMM
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Future Work (  ( t u r e )
• Community Learning Models Co mmu n i t y
• Label records might be processed in different orders to 
maximize learning and minimize error rate  a x i mi z e
 a x i
• OCR correction might be improved using context dependent 
information. Context dependent correction means 
conducting the correct after knowing the word’s class. For 
example, word “Ourtiss” should be corrected as “Curtiss”. 
If the system already identified “Ourtiss” as collector, we 
can use the smaller collector dictionary instead of using a 
much larger general dictionary to do the correction. mu c h
mu c h  l a r
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